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Andante moderato \( \text{\(\hat{\text{\textbullet}}\)=110} \)

Rise and go on a

bit - ter night when hope_ lies fro - zen in_ the ground,

hushed and hid - den out_ of sight, no li - ving thing for
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Even though the tears of the earth have turned to crystal, rise.

Take the road that leads to a birth. An
the heart replies.

in-fant calls and the heart replies.

See in the eyes a blaz-ing star, a spark of some-thing new-ly born,

See in the eyes a blaz-ing star, a spark of some-thing new-ly born,

See in the eyes a blaz-ing star, a spark of some-thing new-ly born,
feet al-re-a-dy walking on air, holding a life-line in the palm.

feet al-re-a-dy walking on air, holding a life-line in the palm.

feet al-re-a-dy walking on air, holding a life-line in the palm.

feet al-re-a-dy walking on air, holding a life-line in the palm.

Aaaah

When at last you see the face and feel on your cheek the

Aaaah

Aaaah
When you have known the grace
baby's breath;

When you have known the grace

When you have known the grace

When you have known the grace

Of a beginning, being blessed,
of a beginning, being blessed,
of a beginning, being blessed,
of a beginning, being blessed,

Look up at the hungry

Bowl of the sky and empty your pockets to fill it, see where the water is rising and
save it. See in the eyes a blazing star, a spark of something newly born,

save it. See in the eyes a blazing star, a spark of something newly born,

save it. See in the eyes a blazing star, a spark of something newly born,

feet already walking on air, holding a lifeline

feet already walking on air, holding a lifeline

feet already walking on air, holding a lifeline

feet already walking on air, holding a lifeline
Calando
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